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ABSTRACT 
An expression for the Moore-Penrose inverse of certain singular circulants by S. R. 
Searle is generalized to include all circulants. Similar expressions are given for the 
Moore-Penrose inverse of block circulants with circulant blocks, level-q circulants, 
k-circulants where (k( = 1, and certain other matrices which are the product of a 
permutation matrix and a circulant. Expressions for other generalized inverses are 
given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A be an mXn matrix over the field of complex numbers. Then, an 
n X m matrix X which is a solution to any or all of the following four equations 
is called a generalized inverse of A: 
AXA=A, (i) 
XAX=X, (ii) 
(AX)*=AX, (iii) 
(XA)*=XA. (iv) 
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For any matrix A, there exists a unique matrix X which satisfies all four 
equations. This matrix X is called the Moore-Penrose inverse of A and is 
usually denoted by A+. 
A circulant matrix is an nX n matrix C=(cii) over the field of complex 
numbers, where cii =cifl i+i, and the subscripts are taken modulo n. Then it 
is clear that C contains at ‘most n distinct elements, and is often denoted by its 
first row in this manner, C=circ(cc, cl, cs,. . . , c,_~), where the elements are 
given by cii =c~_~, again with the subscripts taken modulo n. 
Let F,, denote the 12 X n unitary matrix with elements & = 
(l/fi)(~~~-i)~~-r)), for 1 <i, j< n, where o is any primitive nth root of unity. 
Then it is well known that a matrix C is circulant if and only if 
F,1CF,,=diag(h,, X, ,..., X,), 
where the Xi are the eigenvalues of C, and 
A, =c, +cloi-‘+c,(oi-‘)2+ . . . +C”_l(Wi--l)“-l, (1) 
for i=l,..., n. 
S. R. Searle established in [6] an interesting expression for the Moore- 
Penrose inverse of certain circulants. 
THEOREM (Searle). Let J be the matrix with every element unity, and let 
T=(-1)‘+~fori,j=0,1,...) n- 1. Zf C is a circulant of order n>3, then: 
(a) Zf C has rank n- 1 with h,=O, 
C+=(C+J)p- $1. 
(b) Zf n is even, C has rank n- 1, and h(n,2j+1=0, 
C+=(C+T)-l- -$T. 
(c) Zf n is even, C has rank n-2, and X1=X(n,2,+1=0, 
c+=(C+J+T)_‘- $+q. 
In the following, similar results which give an expression for the Moore- 
Penrose inverse of any circulant, any block circulant with circulant blocks, 
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any level-q circulant, and certain k-circulants and retrocirculants are given in 
terms of generalizations of a rank-one matrix introduced by P. J. Davis in [4]. 
In addition, a further generalization of all these results, which was suggested 
to the author by Dr. Miroslav Fiedler, is included. Also, a simpler expression 
which satisfies the Moore-Penrose equations (i), (iii), and (iv) is given as a 
corollary. In all of the following, only square matrices over the field of 
complex numbers are considered. 
2. GENERAL THEOREM 
THEOREM 1. lf A is an n X n, normal matrix, and V is a unitary matrix 
such that 
V*AV= ; ; , [+I 
where A is an r x r diagonal matrix with no zero diagonal elements, and if 
P=V O O N-1 0 I,-, cr*, 
then A+=(A+P)-l--P. 
Proof. If r= 0 or if r= n, the result is immediate, since in the first case, 
A=0 and P= 1, and in the second case, A is nonsingular and P=O. 
For O<r<n, 
A+P=V H--l J’I 0 (/T* . 0 I,_, 
Hence, 
(A+P)-‘=V V* and (A+P)-‘-P=V 
which is clearly A+. 
COROLLARY. If A is an nXn, normal matrix, and V is as in Theorem 1, 
then (A+ P)-’ satisfies the Moore-Penrose equations (i), (iii), and (iv). 
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Proof. By Theorem 1, (A+P)-‘=A’+P. Hence, A(A+P)-‘=A(A+ 
+P)=AA+, since AP=O. Also, (A+P))‘A=A+A. Thus, A(A+P)-‘A= 
AA+A=A. n 
3. CIRCULANTS 
The following result gives a specific expression of the form in Theorem 1 
for the Moore-Penrose inverse of any circulant. 
THEOREM 2. Zf C is a circulunt of rank n-p, where F,,*CF,, =diag(hi), 
and Q is the subset of {1,2,..., n} such that the eigenvalues Xi of C are zero 
if and only if i EQ, then C +=(C+K)-‘-K, where K=BiEQKi and 
Ki =(l/n)circ(l,w-i+‘,(w~i+‘)2,...,(~-i+1)”~1). 
Proof. Clearly, C is normal, since it is circulant. The result is clear if 
p=O or p=n. For O<ptn, F,‘KF,,=diag(yi), where 
for ~EQ, 
for i@Q, 
by direct computation using (1). Then, by Theorem 1, C + =(C+K)-’ -K. 
n 
Searle’s theorem is a special case of Theorem 2, for if the rank of C is n - 1 
and X, =O, then K = (l/n)J. Also, if n is even, the rank of C is n- 1, and 
h (n/2)+1 ~0, then K=(l/n)T. If n is even, the rank of C is n -2, and 
h,=A (n/2)+1 =O, then K=(l/n)(J+T). 
Other interesting special cases of Theorem 2 are the “dual” cases of 
Searle’s theorem. For instance, one such case is when C is a circulant of rank 
1, and X, #O. We have Cy=‘=,K, =I. Hence, K=C:,,K, =I-K, =Z-(l/n)./ 
=(l/n)circ(n-1, -l,..., -1). If n is even, C has rank 1, and h(,,,,+, #O, 
then K =( l/n)circ( n- 1, 1, - 1, 1, . . . , - l,l). If n is even, C has rank 2, and 
A, #O and $n,2)+1 #O, then K=(l/n)circ(n-2,0, -2,0 ,..., -2,0). 
4. BLOCK CIRCULANTS 
A circulant matrix M= circ( Ma, M,, . . . , M,_ I), where each Mi is itself a 
square matrix of order n, is said to be a block circulant of type (m, n). If, in 
addition, each of the blocks Mi is a circulant, then M is said to be block 
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circulant with circulant blocks, or according to Davis [5], ME%~~J??‘%~ “. 
Also, a matrix ME%3E?@a3, n can be said to be a level-2 circulant, and’ a 
circulant matrix M=circ( M,: M,, . . . , M,_ 1), where each Mi E’%C?~ GJjm n, is 
said to be a level3 ciruulant. Thus, in this manner, we may speak ‘of a 
circulant of any level 9, where 9 is a natural number. 
A useful construction in work with block matrices is the Kronecker 
product of matrices. The Kronecker product of matrices A = (a ,i) and B = ( hii), 
denoted by A @ B, is the matrix C= ( cii) = (u iiB). One well-known result 
concerning Kronecker products is that (A @L3)(C@D)=AC@ BD, if all 
multiplications are defined. 
It is known [5] that if MEG~~C?~J%,,., then (Fm@FF,)*M(Fm@FF,)= 
diag(yii), for i=l,..., m and for j=l,..., n, where yii is the [(i-l)n+i]th 
eigenvalue of M. That is, if the block structure of M is applied to the diagonal 
matrix, then yii is the jth diagonal element of the i th block, and 
yii=xii+oi-ix2i+ . . . +(cJ-yx,i, 
where X,i is the jth eigenvalue of M,. 
THEOREM 3. Zf MFW%?$,,~, and the rank of M is mn-p, and if Q is 
the subset of {l,... ,mn} such that Xii =O if and only if z=(i-l)n+jEQ, 
then M+=(M+K)-l--K, where K=CzEp(Ki@K,), and Ki and Ki are as 
in Theorem 2. 
Proof. As in the previous theorems, if p = 0, M + = M ~ ‘, and if p = mn, 
M+=O. Then 
= z ( F,*K~F,)c~( F,*K~F,) 
zry 
= x (ei@ej), 
ZEQ 
where Bi = diag( (Y,), and 
0 otherwise. 
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Hence, (F,~F,)*K(F,~~F,)=diag(P,), where 
Pk = 
i 
1 for .zEQ, 
0 for z@Q. 
A4 is normal and F,@ F,, is unitary, and, thus, by Theorem 1, M + = (M + K ) _ ’ 
-K. n 
The following is a generalization of Theorem 3 for a circulant of level q, 
where q is any natural number. The proof is very similar to that of Theorem 
3, and thus is omitted. 
THEOREM 4. lf M is an n X n level-q circulant of type (n,, n2,. . . , n,), 
where q is a natural number, and if M has rank n-p, and if Q is the subset 
of{l,..., n} such that the eigenvalues Aili,,,,,, i,, of M are zero if and only if 
z=(il-l)(n,n,~~~n,)+(i2--l)(n,n,~~~n,)+ ...+(i,_l-l)n,+i,~Q, 
thenM+=(M+K)-‘-K,whereK=X,,0KZ,andK,=Ki,@Ki2@ . ..@Ki.,, 
and K,, =(1/n)circ(1,w~‘~~‘,(w~‘~~‘)~,...,(w~’~~’)”~’). 
In order to illustrate the notation in the theorem above, let M be the 
level-3 circulant of order 8 and of type (2,2,2) which is given below: 
M=; 
o= -1, and 
1+--l-+ k-l-+ --I- Y-G 1z-K 
-9 9 ---I-- 9 9 
7 1 -+ 1 7 
7 1 -I- 1 7 
-9 9 
+ 9 -9 
t 
-i--E F-E --I- +-l-i -+--l-G 
9 15 
+ 15 9 
1 7 
+ 7 1 
1 7 --I-- 7 1 
9 15 
-+ 15 9 
F=ll 1 
[ 1 2 & 1 -1’ 
Then (F2~F~~F,)*M(F,~F,~FF,)=diag(5, -3,1, -3,3,0,3,3), where the 
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6th eigenvalue of M, yzlZ, is zero. Then, 
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1 
8 
1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 
-1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1 
1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 
-1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1 
-1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1 
1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 
-1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1 
1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 I 
(~,~F~~~F,)*K(F,~~F,~~F,)=diag(O,O,O,O,O,l,O,O), and LV~=(M+K)~’ 
-K. 
5. k-CIRCULANTS 
An n x n complex matrix A = (a ii) is k-circulant if and only if A is defined 
by 
for i<i, 
for i>i, 
where k is a complex number. Cline, Plemmons, and Worm proved in [3] that 
if A is the k-circulant matrix A= k-circ(uo, a,,. . ., a,_,), then A-‘F,*AF,A= 
diag(Xi), where h=diag(l,p,$- ,..., p”-‘), where ~1 is any nth root of k, and 
the hi are the eigenvalues of A, given by 
n-1 
xi= 2 u,(p.P)’ for i=l,...,n. (2) 
i=O 
THEOREM 5. If A is a k-circulant, where ) kl = 1, the rank of A is n-p, 
and Q is the subset of Cl,..., n} such that the eigenvulues hi of A are zero if 
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and only if iEQ, then A+ =(A+K)-i-K, where K=B,,,K,, 
and p is any nth root of k. 
Proof. Using (2) it is clear that A-‘F,*KF,A=diag(yj), where 
for ~EQ, 
for j@Q. 
Since ) k ) = 1, A-’ = A* and F, A is unitary. Thus, by Theorem 1, A+ = (A + 
K)-‘-K. n 
6. RETROCIRCULANTS 
In [l], Aitken defined a retrocirculant to be the product of a circulant and 
the permutation matrix defined by the permutation 
u(i)= z_i i for i=O, for i>O. 
Such a matrix has also been called a left circulant, an anticirculant, and a 
( - l)-circulant [or (n - l)-circulant]. In [2], Chao generalized the term “retro- 
circulant” to mean any matrix of the form PC, where P is a permutation 
matrix and C is a circulant. 
Chao characterized the permutation matrices which commute with F,,. 
His result is that if u is a nonidentity permutation on the n letters 0, 1, . . . , n- 1, 
and P” is the corresponding permutation matrix, then P”F, = F, P” if and 
only if 
o(i)= 
i 
0 for i=O, 
ii for i>O, 
where (i, n)= 1, and u is of order 2. 
In [7] R. L. Smith defined a retrocirculant to be a matrix of the form PC, 
where I’ is a permutation matrix which commutes with F,, and C is a 
circulant. It is this definition which is adopted by this author. 
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THEOREM 6. Suppose P is a permutation matrix such that PF,, = F,, P. Let 
Q be the subset of { 1,. . . , n} such that pii = 1 if and only if i EQ. Zf C is a 
circulant of rank n-p, where the eigenvalues hi of C are zero only if i E Q, 
then (PC)+=(PC+K)-l--K, where K is as defined in Theorem 2. 
Proof. F,*( PC+K)F, = PF,*CF, + F,*KF, = Pdiag(Xi)+diag(yi), where 
i 
1 if Xi=O, 
viz 0 if h,#O. 
But, since Xi =O implies pii = 1, we have Pdiag(yi)=diag(yj) and F,,*(PC+ 
K)F,=P[diag(hi)+diag(yi)]=Pdiag(bi), where 
pi= l 1 
if hi=O, 
Xi if Ai#O. 
Then, (PC+ K)-’ =F,[diag(Pip’) P]F,*, since P is symmetric by Chao’s 
result. Hence, F,* [(PC+ K )-’ - K] F,, = [diag( oi)] P, where 
1 
0 if Xi=O, 
Lyi = 
x;’ if Xi#O, 
and (PC+K)-‘-K=C+P=(PC)+, since P2=Z. n 
For n < 8, the only permutation matrices which commute with F,, are the 
identity and the original retrocirculant defined by Aitken. Thus, for some 
other examples of the preceding theorem, let n=8. There are three permuta- 
tion matrices, other than the identity, of order 8 which commute with FB. 
They are the permutation matrices corresponding to the following permuta- 
tions: 
01234567 
3 6 14 7 2 
01234567 
5 2 7 4 16 
( 01234567 u3=0 7 6 5 4 3 2 1’ 1 
Then, for instance, if C is a circulant of rank 5, a=eni/4, and h,, h,, and X, 
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are zero, then (P”2C)+=(P~2C+K)-‘-K, where K=K,+KB+K,, and 
K,=ftcirc(l,l,..., l), 
K,=icirc(l, --i, -l,i,l, -i, -l,i), 
K,=icirc(l,i,-l,-i,l,i,-1,-i), 
and 
K=$circ(3,1,-1,1,3,1,-1,l). 
If C has rank 4, and h, =X, =h, =h, ~0, then 
K,=$circ(l,-1,1,-1,1,-1,1,--l) 
and 
K=circ(B,O,O,O,S,o,o,o). 
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